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\textbf{INTRODUCTION}

“Bhinneka Tunggal Ika”
(The national motto of Indonesia ‘Unity in Diversity’).

This chapter discusses the development of a key word signing system, Signalong Indonesia, which was created to support inclusive classrooms in Indonesia. The Indonesian education system is introduced. Against this backdrop, the rationale for creating an Indonesian key word signing system is explained. The difficult decisions that needed to be made regarding the methodology of the model, its choice of signs and pedagogy are detailed. In order to develop and implement this approach in Indonesian schools it was, and continues to be, necessary to carry out research into a range of social and educational factors, which act as facilitators or barriers to the use of Signalong Indonesia. The aim of the chapter is to provide an account of the processes, research and decisions that developed Signalong Indonesia. It is hoped that this will provide helpful insights for those seeking to create a key word signing approach in other countries and also contribute to international research evidence on keyword signing for children with developmental disabilities.

\textbf{EDUCATION IN INDONESIA}

Indonesia is one of Southeast Asia’s major economies. The government has set challenging objectives for social development, which include improving the quality of education for all children. This is particularly challenging because of the profound regional differences that exist within one of the world’s most linguistically and culturally diverse, and geographically
dispersed, nations (Direktorat Pembinaan Sekolloah, 2008). These differences are reflected in significant disparities in school enrolment rates across Indonesia’s 34 Provinces and wide variations in the quality of education received by pupils, where access to education is influenced by families’ income and status (ACDP (Education Sector Analytical and Capacity Development, 2013). This variability is a particular issue for children with learning and communication difficulties, who may often find themselves on the margins of the education system. Estimates of how many children have developmental disabilities in Indonesia differ. Some data indicate that there are approximately 83,000 children, including at least 40,000 children with severe intellectual disabilities (Direktorat Pembinaan Sekolloah, 2008). Special schools “Sekolah Luar Biasa” (SLB) have provided education for children within specific categories of disability such as blindness or deafness (Purbani, 2013). However, access to these schools is often influenced by social factors such as the stigmatisation of children with intellectual disabilities (Tucker, 2013) and the decentralisation of school management (OECD & ADB, 2015), which gives weight to the personal policies of individual schools’ principals (Aprilia, 2017). Consequently, many of these children have not had access to education within schools that might appear to be designed for them (Ball, Mishra, Dutta & Sen, 2012; Suwaryani, 2008; Tucker, 2013). There is evidence that this situation is exacerbated by geographical disparities in the provision of special needs schools. For example whilst there are 331 and 457 special schools in West and East Java respectively, other large provinces may have less than 10. The situation is therefore that “inequality persists and reaching the “unreached” is a challenge in regard to the provision of special needs schools” (OECD & ADB, 2015: 107). Where children are able to access education, relatively few schools differentiate their teaching methods, or provide resources that might support children who experience difficulties in learning (Sunardi et al., 2011). These children are likely to experience difficulties in many aspects of their development, particularly with language and communication, and may struggle to learn basic numeracy and literacy skills and access the standard school curriculum.

Partly in response to this situation Indonesia committed to the Education for All initiative, aiming to provide all children with a minimum of nine years education (Ramos-Mattoussi & Milligan, 2013). A consequence of this decision has been a legal requirement for every school district to have at least one inclusive primary and secondary school (Sunardi et al., 2011). This has inspired local efforts to include children in schools, who may have previously been segregated or excluded (Lestari & Sujarwanto, 2017). The majority of this group has been pupils with severe learning/intellectual disabilities (Komardjaja, 2005). For example, sampling 186 inclusive schools, Sunardai et al., (2011) found that approximately 12% of pupils might be identified as having special educational needs, with 86% being children with intellectual disabilities. As the number of inclusive Indonesian schools has grown, so the importance of developing inclusive class pedagogies has emerged as a national issue (Sheehy & Budiyanto, 2015; Sunardi et al., 2011). A review of international practice recommended that Indonesian schools should be supported in developing pedagogic approaches that are appropriate for the needs of pupils with severe intellectual disabilities, to enhance their communication skills and engagement in school life (Budiyanto, 2011). Therefore, there is a need for a pedagogic method that is capable of supporting children with severe learning difficulties, which can be readily utilised within inclusive classrooms by teachers and pupils. The Inclusive Indonesian Classroom Project was created to examine this issue, and to seek practical solutions to support pupils and teachers. The project was a collaboration between the State University of Surabaya (UNESA) and the Open University (United Kingdom).
INCLUSIVE INDONESIAN CLASSROOMS PROJECT

The first issue for the project to consider was the nature of inclusive education. This term has an international currency, and features in the policies of many countries. There are 158 signatories to the United Nations convention on human rights, indicating a commitment to education for all children within an inclusive education system (Rieser, 2014). However a review of international practices (Rix, Sheehy, & Fletcher-Campbell, 2013) found the concept to be “ill-defined and contentious, being enacted differently both between and within countries” (Sheehy, Budiyanto, Kaye, & Rofiah, 2017: 2). Within a series of project workshops held at UNESA in 2014, the following broad definition of inclusive pedagogy was adopted to inform our ‘direction of travel’:-

“...extend what is ordinarily available in the community of the classroom as a way of reducing the need to mark some learners as different. [an approach] providing rich learning opportunities that are sufficiently made available for everyone, so that all learners are able to participate in classroom life.”
(Florian & Black-Hawkins, 2011: 826).

This set the project’s orientation towards approaches that might offer learning opportunities for all learners within the classroom (Florian & Black-Hawkins, 2011). Previous systematic reviews of classroom practices that produced positive outcomes for learners within inclusive classrooms highlighted the usefulness of teaching approaches that prioritise social engagement (Sheehy et al., 2009). It was been argued that this type of pedagogy is essentially social constructivist in nature. These approaches rely on purposeful social communication within classrooms, and we argued that “Enabling communication must therefore be positioned at the heart of inclusive classroom practice.” (Budiyanto, Sheehy, Kaye, & Rofiah, 2017: 2). This, of course, immediately identified a profound issue to address. Children with severe intellectual disabilities will typically experience significant problems with communication. If they are to access these social approaches to teaching in inclusive classrooms, then an effective communication approach is essential.

In our project workshops we discussed different communication options. We considered research into the effectiveness of various approaches and how well a particular approach might fit within, and support, diverse Indonesian classrooms. Our initial review of key word signing (KWS) research (see Budiyanto et al., 2017) suggested that it was likely to have a positive impact. KWS is multimodal in nature, and so the use of sign can be physically modelled and shaped for children (Bryen, Goldman, & Quinlisk-Gill, 1988; Sigafoos & Drasgow, 2001). Possibly as a result of this, it can be learned relatively easily by people with severe intellectual disabilities (Meuris, Maes, & Zink, 2014b). The communicative and language abilities of children with severe intellectual disabilities are improved by their use of KWS (Dunst & Hamby, 2011; Snell et al., 2010; Tan, Trembath, Bloomberg, 2014). This improvement may encompass expressive language development (Rudd, Grove, & Pring, 2007) and speech development (Millar, Light, & Schlosser, 2006; Schlosser & Wendt, 2008). In terms of classroom functionality, KWS requires no technology (Mirenda, 2003) and this gives it a wide applicability in the Indonesian context, where access to technological support varies...
considerably. Furthermore, technologically mediated communication can disrupt ‘human to human’ social interactions. In contrast, KWS can support and integrate easily with everyday interactions (Clibbens, 2001), which we saw as being central to inclusive classroom pedagogy. It has ‘a more social nature, and [is] more direct’ (teacher comment in Sheehy & Budiyanto, 2014, p14).

Our intention was to trial the chosen approach in inclusive classrooms. KWS has significant strengths in this respect. It can make the signers’ communication easier for their peers and adults to understand (Meuris, Maes, & Zink, 2014a), and furthermore there is evidence that ‘non-disabled’ peers enjoy learning and using KWS (Bowles & Frizzell, 2016; Mandel & Livingston, 1993; Mistry & Barnes, 2012). Because it is technology free it can be used readily, and cheaply. This allows it to be a communication approach for the whole classroom, rather than acting as ‘specialist kit’ for specific children (Cologon & Mevawalla, 2018). Based on a range of evidence and apparent affordances we made the decision to create a KWS approach as a communication strategy for Indonesian inclusive classrooms.

Choosing a Model and Donor Language

The next stage for the project was to consider different approaches to KWS and a project team workshop reviewed the (then) current options. We decided to adopt the Signalong UK (Signalong Group, 2012) methodology, because it appeared to have particular benefits for use in Indonesia (Budiyanto et. al., 2017). The Signalong methodology includes explicit describable handshapes for each sign, and we felt this would support the fidelity of signs during training and when passed between people “including via text message or telephone, an important issue in a geographically and culturally diverse nation” (Budiyanto et al., 2017:3). Another strength of the Signalong approach is its use of “one sign: one concept” approach. This was seen as significant advantage for supporting learners with severe intellectual disabilities who are likely to experience problems with generalisation and concept discrimination.

The initial plan was to select signs utilising the approach found in Makaton projects outside of the UK (see Chapter 20), in which signs from the language of the country’s Deaf community are used as a donor language for the KWS signs. However, we quickly became aware of issues of attempting to do this within Indonesia. When presenting our ideas for discussion at a public seminar, attended by many teachers, parents and disability activists, a heated debate occurred regarding the choice of donor language. This debate reflected political issues of disability, education and the status of Deaf community languages. Our original intentions appeared naïve when set against a complex Indonesian backdrop.

Indonesian is a nation rich in languages, with approximately 726 spoken languages (Lewis, Simons, & Fennig, 2015). Although the total number of sign languages is unknown (Palfreyman, 2011), many sign languages and sign dialects have been noted (Lewis et al., 2015). In our project meetings and public seminars, the three best known Indonesian sign languages were typically mentioned. *Bahasa Isyarat Indonesia* (BISINDO) is argued to be the natural language of Indonesian Deaf communities (Effendi, 2014) and is widely used in Java. In marked contrast to this is *Sistem Isyarat Bahasa Indonesia* (SIBI) (Asia-Pacific Development Center on Disability (APCD), 2010). Launched in 1994, this is similar in nature to Signed English (see Appendix 1). Individual signs follow and map onto the spoken language, in this case *Bahasa Indonesia*, and it uses signed suffixes and finger spelling (Jan, Branson &
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Miller, 2004). SIBI was created, and is promoted by, the Indonesian Department of Education and Culture. It is intended be the ‘official’ (Deaf) language and to be taught in all deaf schools and beyond (Palfreyman, 2011) as a form of Total Communication (Isma, 2012; Palfreyman, 2015). The signs in SIBI are an amalgam of BSL, ASL, Singapore Sign Language and both isyarat temuan and isyarat tempaan – signs from Indonesian Deaf signers and new signs created the (hearing) SIBI project team (Palfreyman, 2015). SIBI had greatly helped to promote public awareness of signing, particularly because of SIBI interpreters who accompanied some Indonesian news broadcasts. However, this visibility may be declining:

“Its [status is] not yet the same as spoken language, about 10 years ago national television used sign language [translator in a ‘bubble’]. But now it is not used. Maybe if used again then a lot of people will learn about it and see OK. .....

Teacher interview (Sheehy & Budiyanto, 2014: 1153).

The third Indonesian language we discussed was Kata Kolak, found in North Bali. Choosing between these three donor options involved weighing up their respective merits, in the context of inclusive classrooms. Kata Kolak, seemed to have strong ‘inclusive credentials.’ Although arising within an hereditary Deaf community, centred around Desa Kolaka (deaf village), the language is also used by the majority of the inget (hearing villagers) (Kortschak & Sitanggang, 2010). It might therefore be seen as an inclusive language, sustaining a situation where “the Deaf are fully integrated into village life” (Jan, Branson & Miller, 2004:20). On the downside, pragmatically, it is not readily accessible to teachers or pupils outside North Bali, given its localisation and relatively small number of speakers. It has little linguistic relationship to any other Indonesian languages or spoken Balinese (Kortschak & Sitanggang, 2010) and its vocabulary (to support classroom use) is not well documented, making it difficult to adopt in this context. Bahasa Isyarat Indonesia (BISINDO) is much more widespread and well known. In our discussions, in Java, Deaf advocates and parents often identified this as the Deaf language of Indonesia and it is commonly used by Deaf children in their social lives (Indah & Chanastalia, 2018). BISINDO seems to reflect the spoken language context to some extent, for example as the ‘mouthings’ it uses are code switched (Palfreyman, 2014) across different parts of Java. However, BISINDO is ‘unstandardised’ (Lewis et al., 2015), is changing, and different languages (known as BISINDO) are used in different regions (Isma, 2012). This is problematic if it is to be used to underpin a national approach for classrooms, when the official language is Bahasa Indonesia, and in developing consistent training materials for teachers. Our discussion in relation to SIBI were the most controversial and reflected a wider political debate (Kortschak & Sitanggang, 2010). For example there was an implied view that SIBI could be seen as a form of ‘imperialism’ against Deaf sign language within the education system. Branson and Miller captured the essence of this general issue, exemplified by Indonesia. They assert that having ‘downgraded’ the status of status of Deaf signed language in society, hearing authorities then wreak the final imperialism by transforming it to become merely a signed representation of the dominant written language (Branson & Miller, 1998, 2004).

Although our aim was not to create a new language for Deaf people, the feedback we received was often based on an assumption that this was our intention, or at least would support a denigration of BISINDO. This occurred partly because of the impact that the introduction of SIBI had on public awareness and Deaf people’s desire to protect their natural language.
Another factor in this argument, discussed later, were beliefs about, and misconceptions of, the nature and purpose of KWS.

Our final decision, for choosing the donor language for a pilot programme, was steered by several factors (Budiyanto et al., 2017). The approach needed to be used to accompany the spoken language of the classroom, the spoken language being Bahasa Indonesia. In terms of vocabulary this was felt to ‘rule out’ Kata Kolak. Keeping BISINDO ‘whole’ (as had been advocated at one seminar) would add a new language to the classroom and undermine the nature of the KWS approach. A strength of using SIBI as a donor language was that it had a defined, and documented, vocabulary that mapped with children’s classroom tasks and experiences. However, SIBI has a lack of natural gestures and a relative lack of transparency (Winarti, 2012). It also requires a high level of manual dexterity and language comprehension, which would effectively exclude many of the children with intellectual disabilities (Bonvillian et al., 2008) and also some Deaf pupils (Effendi, 2014). Many of the SIBI signs do not appear to maximise the features that might aid learning (Jones & Cregan, 1986). Our decision was to create a vocabulary that drew on some standardised BSL signs (from Signalong UK) and then add iconic, transparent and simple signs from SIBI. We created a sign manual, each accompanied by a description (mirroring the Signalong UK methodology). Initial training was conducted by Signalong UK with teachers drawn from 33 of Indonesia’s 34 provinces. The signs were subsequently workshopped with teachers and refined, and teachers were trained in implementing KWS within the classroom. The approach was then piloted in two focus schools. The approach was officially named Signalong Indonesia; the sign vocabulary was later revised and extended (Budiyanto & Sheehy, 2014a); a series of classroom symbols developed (Budiyanto & Sheehy, 2014b) and a sign app was developed by Signalong Indonesia researchers (Jauhari, 2017).

One concern for us was that we needed to ensure that we were acting on the best available evidence and practice, in order to have a positive impact on the children’s educational lives. It was not a task to be undertaken lightly and we hoped that our methods were transparent and accountable. We had chosen KWS as the best approach to support children in inclusive classroom and developed a vocabulary that was likely to be useful and accessible to children. We hoped this would mitigate the risk of children experiencing yet another new ‘special intervention,’ unsupported by evidence, which might arrive and disappear (Rix, 2015). This is a profound issue for children for whom Signalong Indonesia might become their main communication channel. In addition, imported interventions have not had a successful track record of sustained teacher development and classroom impact within Indonesia (Allen et al., 2017). Therefore Signalong Indonesia needed to be developed as an Indonesian approach. A consequence of this stance has been the need to research factors that impact upon the success of KWS within Indonesian classrooms. Therefore, we carried out a series of studies with teachers from the pilot schools, those who had attended Signalong Indonesia training, and more broadly with teachers from different regions of the country.

**RESEARCHING TEACHERS’ BELIEFS**
As discussed in Chapter 18, one of the major influences on children’s access to and experience of KWS appeared to be the beliefs of their teachers. This therefore became a major focus of our research. Initially we looked at teachers’ beliefs about signing, and the notion of keyword signing (Sheehy & Budiyanto, 2014). The overall message from this research was that teachers held positive attitudes towards the potential use of signing with children with intellectual disabilities. Many saw it as offering an enjoyable classroom communication tool and expressed the view that they would like to be trained in using it. However within this broadly positive picture were factors that gave more nuanced outcomes in practice. For example teachers, who might feel positive towards the use of manual signing, could hold opposing views about which children should sign and the effects of doing so. These beliefs were often mediated by beliefs about stigmatisation and in one study the majority of teachers reported that ‘signing stigmatises children’ (Sheehy & Budiyanto, 2014: 1152). People with intellectual disabilities are “the most stigmatised” (Komardjaja, 2005: 117) in Indonesian society and so if these children need to sign then signing is stigmatised by association. It becomes an explicit marker of being in a stigmatised group.

“See it as very strange. (there is) a pressure to look the same, not different. Sign language makes them look different.”

“They don’t understand they are cruel, they don’t understand that they (children who sign) belong to a special (group of) people.”

Teacher interviews (Sheehy & Budiyanto, 2014: 1153).

In face to face interviews (as opposed to questionnaire responses) the reporting of stigmatisation lessened, and it was often reported as something that occurred ‘in other places, not here’ or that it was a parental issue rather than existing within the school (Budiyanto et al., 2017; Sheehy & Budiyanto, 2014).

“...in certain areas, maybe in remote areas, some people are still ashamed of having children with special needs. Parents keep their children at home. They feel ashamed. They don’t want to get the children to know their neighbors. But, it does not happen here. It depends on the culture or family background.”

(Teacher Interview (Budiyanto et al., 2017:8).

“Parents won’t go to the teacher to them help them ... the sign language. Because it will make them (the child) look different.”

Teacher Interview (Sheehy & Budiyanto, 2014:1153).

This belief in stigmatisation appeared to influence how teachers might - or might not - use Signalong Indonesia in their schools (see Chapter 18 for discussion of similar attitudes in the UK, albeit in the past). Teachers who saw signing as stigmatising might therefore wish to use it only for those children ‘most in need of it’ (although beliefs about who they are might be varied) or within special or segregated classes (Sheehy & Budiyanto, 2014). Furthermore,
teachers who taught this stigmatised groups, can be stigmatised themselves through association (Budiyanto et al., 2017) and this would affect their willingness to use KWS.

Our initial intention had been to develop ‘evidence based’ training materials, that emphasised the positive effects of KWS on children’s educational and social development. However, what began to emerge was a picture in which teachers’ beliefs about (and use of) Signalong Indonesia, were influenced by their beliefs about disability and about the nature of learning. This chimed with previous international research that identified how teachers’ epistemological beliefs (relating to knowledge) reflected and influenced their classroom practice (Jordan and Stanovich, 2003; Lee et al., 2013). This was particularly influential in how teachers responded when teaching disabled children (Jordan, Glenn & McGhie-Richmond, 2010; Jordan Schwartz & McGhie-Richmond, 2009).

There are different types of epistemological beliefs. For example, traditional beliefs see teaching as a non-problematic [direct] transfer of knowledge. Learning is therefore a matter of absorbing this process (Chan & Elliot, 2004). This approach is likely to emphasise rote learning. Constructivist beliefs about teaching see students learning best by finding solutions to problems on their own. The teacher therefore creates the situations to help the child construct their own understanding of issues and concepts. In contrast, social constructivist beliefs highlight how language and social interaction mediate and drive children’s cognitive development (Lourenco, 2012) and consequently teachers put social activities at the heart of their pedagogy.

Our research suggested that teachers’ epistemological beliefs, rather than their experience or type of school, predicted their beliefs in children being educated with their peers (Sheehy et al., 2017). This consequently influenced their feelings towards Signalong Indonesia, how it could be used and their own willingness to use it. In general the Indonesian teachers, in our research, did not make distinctions between particular epistemological viewpoints, which supported findings from other Asian countries (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OCED, 2013). However, teachers in inclusive Indonesian schools, were most likely to hold implicit social constructivist views of learning (Budiyanto et al., 2017; Sheehy & Budiyanto, 2015) and support the use of Signalong Indonesia. These beliefs have been seen (in other countries) as underpinning classroom practices that are inclusive of all learners (Jordan, 2013). Conversely, teachers who believed that children’s abilities are fixed and will remain unchanged by education, were the most likely to see signing as stigmatising, possibly because it marks out an unchanging negative perceived social difference and most likely to believe that key word signing would best confined to non-speaking children or a special class (Sheehy et al., 2017).

Interwoven with these epistemological beliefs are cultural influences related to the stigmatisation of disability. For example cultural beliefs about as taboo and karma, are important influences on how parents perceive intellectual disabilities, such as autism (Riany, Cuskelley, & Meredith, 2016). In a questionnaire sample of 136 teachers, 30% of participants agreed that parents were stigmatised if their child had autism (37.5% neither agreed nor disagreed). This was not unexpected, however nearly one in five (17%) of teachers had met teachers who believed that autism was caused by breaking a taboo, and 12% had met teachers who believed that autism was caused as the result of karma. Cultural beliefs, such as taboo and karma, are therefore likely to be important influences on how disabilities are perceived, and how Signalong Indonesia will be responded to by parents, teachers and the general public.

An unexpected finding from our research has been the link between epistemological beliefs, notions of happiness and KWS. When we were talking to teachers in the two pilot
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schools about how they teach and how they were using Signalong Indonesia, the notion of happiness was mentioned repeatedly (Budiyanto et al., 2017; Sheehy et al., 2017). However, trying to unpick what this meant was problematic and considerable discussion occurred between Bahasa Indonesia and English speaking project members. Indonesian teachers were using different terms, all of which were translated into the single English term of happiness. This masked important distinctions, for example Suka suggested a more ‘networked’ emotion that underpinned social interactions. For some teachers Signalong Indonesia was a means of creating this type of socially engaged ‘happy’ classroom. The happiness was a fundamental intrinsic part of their pedagogy.

“(The key thing is that) they learned together (our emphasis) using Signalong Indonesia (SI)...has made the learning moment, learning process be more enjoyable...[SI makes it] easy for disabled and non-disabled students to learn together...This is the point.”
School 1, Teacher, 3.

“(...if I use Signalong to teach in every child it’s more fun and joyful for the children.”
School 2, Teacher

(Budiyanto et al., 2017:9).

There are differences in how happiness is conceptualised between different cultures, and it is noticeable that Bahasa Indonesia has a far greater number of social (vs individualised) conceptions of emotions than English (Shaver, Murdaya, & Fraley, 2001). Whilst Western educators often see happiness promoted ‘alongside,’ i.e., separate from, educational excellence (Fox Eades, Proctor, & Ashley, 2013), we found that Signalong Indonesia could be used to create a situation in which learning and happiness were enmeshed (Budiyanto et al., 2017). Another, individualised, ‘happiness’ was identified when Signalong Indonesia made the classroom curriculum accessible. We found that there was an association between beliefs in the importance of happiness in pedagogy, that all children should be educated with their peers and teacher’s epistemological beliefs (Sheehy et al., 2017). This supported the view that notions of happiness are an important part of Indonesian pedagogy (The Open University, 2016), an issue which does not emerge from epistemological research in European or North America (Sheehy et al., 2017). This issue, for some teachers, gave Signalong Indonesia an enabling and transformative quality in their classroom lives.

“So Signalong is really interesting for them and teaching Signalong makes them happy, so it makes the teacher more motivated to teach more, make them happy.”
Teacher interview, Pilot School.
(Budiyanto et al., 2017:10).

Moreover, these affordances of Signalong Indonesia can be applied within diverse inclusive classes.
“We introduced Signalong Indonesia to the students who had hearing problems, those with visual impairments or autism but also to those without any problems. Everyone is learning together using Signalong... There (this) is a real difference.”
Headteacher Galuah Handiyani School (Open University, 2016).

Misconceptions and Questions about Signalong Indonesia

Our research suggested that Signalong Indonesia was becoming as well known as other longstanding classroom ‘interventions’ such as Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS) or Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA). We were concerned that its purpose might become misunderstood. As we developed and piloted Signalong Indonesia, we gained insights into common questions that arose about its nature, or misconceptions that persisted even after attending training workshops or seminars.

Most teachers agreed that KWS or Signalong Indonesia was easy to learn. The reason for this was often because they believed that the signs were all ‘natural gestures,’ transparent to everyone and usually iconic representations of an action or object.” (Sheehy & Budiyanto, 2014: 1154) and in this way a ‘universal language’ (Budiyanto et al., 2017). A consequence of this was that rather than being taught signs (didactically or through everyday modelling), teachers might believe that children could manually mime or manually indicate their needs and ideas in the classroom.

“Children with special needs have communication using gesturing, they understand what they mean.”
(Sheehy & Budiyanto, 2014: 1154).

This idea was also given as an explanation of a belief that signing required no training. This belief influenced how Signalong Indonesia was used by teachers in the classroom, resulting in it being used informally and only in interactions with specific individual children. This belief was noted in teachers who were relatively unfamiliar with KWS, but also those who had attended training workshops.

A second recurring issue concerned the nature of KWS. When the project team asked about how to improve support for schools, a common request concerned the provision of additional vocabulary that implied a belief that Signalong Indonesia was a signed language akin to SIBI.

“Yes, we are confused how to make a sentence and use conjunctions.”

“How to make sentences and use conjunction, adjectives etc.”

Questionnaire responses (Budiyanto et al., 2017: 6).

Responses such as this indicated that the Signalong Indonesia materials provided to schools required revision. The current materials are essentially a dictionary of signs constructed by topics (Budiyanto & Sheehy, 2014a). Although widely viewed within schools, they needed to
include an explicit FAQs section, to give a stronger visual illustration of KWS in action to the ‘casual reader’ (Budiyanto et al., 2017).

The other response to feedback from teachers, and our research, to has been to reconsider the way in which teachers are introduced to Signalong Indonesia. Our original approach was a traditional ‘withdraw and return’ model of training. Two particular issues appeared to result from this. Firstly, there was a risk of creating specialist signing teachers who would operate in isolation from the rest of their school. Secondly, having been led by the project into carrying out epistemological research, we realised that there was a potential mismatch between our ‘training pedagogy’ and the beliefs that underpinned Signalong Indonesia. Our research had shown the pivotal role of social engagement. These outcomes supported the position that “social relations act as the catalyst for learning within inclusive classrooms” (Mallory & New 1994:330). However, our own training methods (withdraw and return) did not reflect this. It was essentially teaching dis-embedded skills. Furthermore, we needed to begin to address the interplay between beliefs and use of Signalong Indonesia within our training activities. As Chan and Elliott (2004) concluded:

“… it has been recognized that many of the obstacles towards educational reform have their basis in existing beliefs of teachers because such beliefs may determine the disposition of teachers towards a particular change.”

(Chan & Elliott, 2004:3)

A feature of approaches that support change in epistemological beliefs, in relation to inclusive teaching, has been the structured provision of opportunities for teachers to reflect on their own practice (Hart, et al., 2004; Pompeo, 2011). This approach can be seen in the Inclusive Practice Curriculum, developed in Scotland, that supports teachers to think pedagogically about difficulties that students experience in the classroom (Florian & Rouse, 2009). Teachers share and discuss their own practices in a supportive pedagogic community. This non-threatening approach allows reflection and the development of their epistemological beliefs (Brownlee, Purdie, & Boulton-Lewis, 2010; Howard et al., 2014), and has the potential for positive impact on their classroom practices (Erdamar & Alpan, 2013).

This raised the question of how to develop a reflective approach, which could be used by teachers in Indonesia, where we would only be able to implement it on an occasional or part-time basis. A key aspect of our desired change, was the notion of showing teachers Signalong Indonesia being used with diverse classes. Our traditional approach had taught teachers how to sign and some signing principles, but did not show them it ‘in action’ within real classrooms. We had come to the realisation that KWS occurs in a pedagogic and social context, and that this should be foregrounded in how we introduced Signalong Indonesia.

We sought approaches that have been used successfully within Indonesia, and one that appeared to hold merit was that of Lesson Study (Fernandez, 2002; Nauerth, 2015). This approach had been suggested by teachers as a way of improving our training approach. This approach might be better referred to as teacher development, rather than teacher training.

Developing Reflective Practice
The Lesson Study approach has a ‘practical pedagogic focus. It originated in nineteenth century Japan (Saito, 2012), where it is known as Jugyokenkyu (Jugyo a lesson; kenkyu study (Fernandez, 2002)). In essence it is a detailed examination of ‘real life’ observed lessons [kenyujugyo “research lessons”], through a shared discussion by groups of teachers. There is evidence that this approach can facilitate innovations in practice (Guerrero, 2014; Inprasitha, Isoda, Wang-Iverson & Yeap, 2016), and examples exist where it has supported collaborative interventions between Indonesian universities and schools (Hendayana, 2015; Nai, Degeng, Setyosari, & Widiati, 2016). Consequently, we have begun to see this as a vehicle for teacher development in which Signalong Indonesia is an integral part.

To implement this we have sought out and joined existing lesson study programmes. In these events a large audience of teachers (200-300) watch a research lesson. This involves a teacher teaching a full, and diverse, class of pupils about a particular topic area. After the research lesson, groups of teachers from similar geographical areas, discuss the lesson in groups and have opportunities to talk with the teacher through a chaired discussion. These discussions might consider issues such as lesson planning, differentiation, behaviour management, based on their observations of the lesson. In this context Signalong Indonesia is presented as part of the teaching of the class. In this way, we hope to: reach a wider audience of teachers and more than one teacher per school, show what Signalong Indonesia looks like in practice when teaching a diverse class, and through the ongoing discussions to consider any misconceptions that might arise about Signalong Indonesia. These are high status events and we hope that presenting practice in this way will begin to challenge issues of stigmatisation. Following on from the larger event, teachers are encouraged to work locally and arrange lesson study activities in their own and neighbouring schools. This aspect of our work has only recently begun, and its impact will be the focus of future research.

CONCLUSION

The project began in order to find an effective of supporting inclusive classrooms in Indonesia, in particular to find a way that allowed the participation of children with severe learning and communication. In developing Signalong Indonesia we have learned that seeing Signalong Indonesia, and KWS, as an isolated practice is misguided (see also Chapters 17, 18, 19, 20, this volume). It is part of a classroom and a community, part of the lives of children, their families and their teachers. Its uses and effectiveness are profoundly influenced by the culture, beliefs and existing practices within the community. To simply create a new KWS approach is insufficient. In developing Signalong Indonesia we have learned that if the affordances it has for enhancing children’s lives are to be expressed and allowed to blossom, then it needs to be seen not simply as a remedial tool for disabled individual or a tool for inclusion. We believe that it must be regarded through a social cultural lens, as a way in which children and teachers are enabled to work together, and that the training method used for Signalong Indonesia needs to reflect this view of how development occurs, the barriers that exist and how change can be best facilitated.
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